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Introduction

The automotive industry in Indonesia is experi-
encing a good growth. Toyota Group is one of the big
car manufacturers in Indonesia that always perform
highest total sales every year. Toyota commited to
carry out continuous improvement in all areas. As [1]
mentioned that continuous improvement is seen as
foundation in lean thinking. One of the area improve-
ments is in lean logistics which include transporta-
tion fleet and warehousing. The implementation of
lean logistic aims to achieve supply chain effective-
ness and efficiency. Effective supply chain manage-
ment has become a key strategy for the industry to
stay competitive [2]. Thus the automotive industry
should maintain synergy along the supply chain.
There are some research in the field of supply

chain such as a study that creates framework for
supply chain measurement [3]. Another study opti-
mize supply chain from the perspective of a logistic

provider [4]. This study focus on milk-run system in
the supply chain of an automotive industry, mainly
in controlling and integrating between manufacturer,
logistic provider and suppliers.
As mention earlier, warehouses play an important

role in supply chain. Based on [5], there are two kinds
of warehousing, using stock and zero stock. Ware-
house with minimum stock condition concept known
as just-in-time or just in sequence. Moreover there
are two kinds of transportation model in car factory,
direct delivery model and consolidation model [6].
The car manufacturers in Indonesia applied direct
system and milk-run system in delivering their stuff.
In direct system, the supplier delivers the material
directly to the manufacturing site by using supplier
car unit or rental transporter. In milk-run system,
a logistics carrier sends a vehicle on a pre-selected
route, stopping at each of several vendors to pick-
up material, and then delivers the total load to the
manufacturing site [7].
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There are two kinds of milk-run, in-plant milk-
run and out-plant milk-run. The parts transported
in the in-plant milk-run are raw materials, work in
process and finished good. By syncronizing the mov-
ing parts and applying just-in-time in this condition
make it possible to have zero stock in each process
[8]. Out-plant milk-run takes part from supplier and
sends the stuffs to the factory. It only includes local
supplier and the selection process for milk-run sup-
plier must consider high economic value and optimiz-
ing the delivery process of goods to the customer.
Toyota Motor Manufacturing Indonesia (TMMIN)
and Astra Daihatsu Motor (ADM) as the biggest car
manufacturing companies in Indonesia work together
in the automotive assembly process. Both companies
developed system to synchronize parts flow from the
supplier (where the parts taken from) until the parts
arrive in the receiving section. The synchronization
system called progress line. Progress line system is
actually just-in-time system where there is no delay
for parts supplied to the production line, hence the
factory must have good document control and sup-
porting information technology [9]. ADM has already
been providing high quality, lower cost and short re-
sponse times in achieving satisfactory and efficient
logistics services.

This research aimed to discuss about milk-run
system at ADM especially in control and integration
with Sunter factory in North Jakarta. It is an ap-
proach of just-in-time in the supply chain. It also
represents control undertaking by waste elimination
caused by the transportation system associated with
the problem of congestion in the city.

Methods of ordering

and synchronizing system

Profile of Astra Daihatsu Motor

Toyota has reached best sales in Indonesia which
always ranks first in total sales performance until
2017. Based on The Association of Indonesian Au-
tomotive Manufacturers (Gaikindo), from the total
1,079,534 units of cars sold in Indonesia, Toyota
reached 371.332 units sales in one year with a total
market share of 34.4%. As mentioned by [10] that
automotive industry has become the most compet-
itive sector. Most of Toyota’s cars are assemblied
by Astra Daihatsu Motor. Besides Astra Daihat-
su Motor also perform car assembly for its Daihat-
su brand. ADM production capacity reached 1700
units/day. ADM also expands its market by export-
ing cars to some ASEAN countries such as Malaysia,
Thailand, Vietnam and Japan. With the high vo-

lume of production means the high number of trucks
come to ADM. The ADM plant located in the capital
city of Indonesia, in north Jakarta. Hence ADM need
an efficient and integrated logistics system delivery.
This system must be integrated with local suppliers
in facing city congestion in Jakarta and the surround-
ing areas. Considering this condition, ADM chosed
milk-run logistics system.

Methods of ordering
and synchronizing system

Toyota Production System is a system created to
synchronize material flow from the beginning where
raw material is ordered until the part received in the
warehouse and supplied to the production line. Two
pillars of Toyota Production System are just-in-time
(JIT) and jidoka. The basic concept of just-in-time
in production is to reach efficiency and effectiveness
by reducing waste and cost reduction in stock and
transportation [11]. In the logistics area, the prob-
lems usually arised in delivering parts. That’s why
the concept of JIT will be useful in reducing waste
such as waiting time, overstock and defective parts
[12]. Late arrivals caused by traffic jam can impact
to production line. It can cause line stoppage and
then stop production process. Another problem of
long waiting time of truck in picking up part in
one supplier can reduce the effective total time. In
the JIT production system, it is important to trim
good movement to synchronize processes. It is im-
portant to create improvement in transportation be-
cause if the transportation design is improved then
it can reduce 20% of integrated logistics, 30% cost
reduction and total resources utilization increase to
10% [13].

Toyota uses the term takt time where takt time
is calculated by deviding customer demand rate into
the available working time. Takt time plays an im-
portant role in manufacturing systems. Takt time is
used to synchronize the production pace with the
sales pace. Takt time show a number that gives
a sense for the rate at which a process should be pro-
ducing [14]. Takt time can synchronize movement be-
tween goods and processes. To see the movement
between goods and the processes Toyota uses Part
Information Flow Chart (PIFC). Toyota uses trig-
gers in every process called kanban. To reduce lead
time and excessive stocks and improve material flow
within the manufacturing system, kanban-based pro-
duction control and milk-run material handling sys-
tem were implemented. It is realized that the design
of kanban production control system is insufficient
without implementing an appropriate material han-
dling vehicle [15].
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Kanban has two functions as a trigger for pro-
duction of parts and the other as trigger for material
handler to get and transfer parts [14]. At present
kanban is no longer in paper form but is already in
digital form called e-Kanban. Ordering system and
planning of part pickup (Delivery Note) is now using
Information Technology (IT) which already send 4
days before supplier send parts to ADM.

Logistics concept

ADM uses flexible logistics system. It can acco-
modate fluctuation in sales order, like added order
when needed by the customer. This system based
on TPS system or just-in-time. The system was inte-
grated with ordering system andWarehouse Manage-
ment System to synchronize the moving parts from
supplier to warehouse. Synchronized system from or-
dering to part delivery is needed in order to avoid po-
tential damage, wrong item delivery and stock-out.
This is very important to keep the quality of delivery.
Logistics partner and suppliers are confronted by an-
other problem, they need to design truck routes and
select suitable trucks with routes that satisfy their
requirements [16]. The case study on Japanese au-
tomobile manufactures in Thailand revealed that by
introducing the milk-run logistics even under heavily
congested traffic conditions, they can have full con-
trol over the procurement process, resulting in the
reduction of the number of dispatched trucks and im-
provements in traffic conditions to some extent in ur-
ban areas [15]. JIT milk-run applied in Toyota auto-
mobile assembly factories located in Thailand. It has
been revealed by the case study that implementing
the milk-run supply system even under dense traffic
conditions, full control of the procurement process
can be achieved by the supplier. It can reduce the
number of vehicles in supplying network by optimiz-
ing the utilization of the vehicles and resolve the traf-
fic problem to some extent level in urban areas and
highways [17].

In general, the reasons why milk-run logistics has
been widely employed are:

1. Reduction in transportation costs due to consol-
idated transportation offsetting even the use of
small lot transport.

2. Improvement of the assembly manufacturer’s pro-
duction line and greater accuracy of JIT goods
delivery due to synchronization. Milk-run logistics
can provide consolidated collection of goods nec-
essary to improve logistics procurement systems.

3. Improvement of the vehicle loading rate shortens
the total distance traveled. It can achieve various
suppliers and manufacturers for coordination, im-
prove agility of supplies and flexibility, but also

improve the ability of the manufacturer’s response
and system efficiency.

4. It reduces the risk of product quality in case of
problems. Manufacturers can quickly discover and
inform the corresponding suppliers, to minimize
the impact on sales.

5. It changes logistics strategies, using third-party
logistics so that significantly reduces in process
inventory, increases capital flows, reduces invest-
ment risks. [11]

Reducing lead time and lowering cost are the
main purposes to reduce stock in warehouse. In this
system, lead time starts from part ordering until
part is received in warehouse. ADM already use e-
kanban that reduce lead time with 3 days interval
before sending part to ADM. Low cost delivery sys-
tem for logistics use milk-run system, the main pur-
pose of milk-run model is to accomodate full utiliza-
tion of vehicles’ space and attempts to deliver the
full loaded goods to designated place [18]. Milk-run
can reduce number of trucks come to ADM that de-
liver part from supplier. By applying milk-run lo-
gistics with reduction in the number of trucks will
give minimum environmental impacts. It means that
milk-run system supports Green Logistics in reduc-
ing global CO2. Most transportion in logistics op-
erations involve huge numbers of trucks, with each
truck consuming large quantities of fossil fuel and
discharging a large quantity of carbon dioxide (CO2)
into the atmosphere. To reduce fossil-fuel consump-
tion and CO2 emissions from transportation, we need
to enhance the efficiency of trucks. The milk-run ap-
proach, which is one of the most efficient and pop-
ular methods of improving truck-load ratios, refers
to a mean of transportation in which a single truck
cycle around multiple suppliers to collect or deliver
freight [19].

Milk-run system was designed to collect goods
from two or more suppliers and send to the customer.
At the same time, truck must be optimized in the ca-
pacity to increase to the amount of sufficient cargo
for fully-loaded distribution. The time and number
of pickup schedule of milk-run determine the per-
formance of JIT supply, while the route design and
scheduling are the key factors that have an impact
to the cost and also determine the smoothness of the
continuous pickup. The core of milk-run operation is
to minimize the inventory (holding) cost and trans-
portation cost. The procurement cost of part is rele-
vant to the total cost of a company in the automobile
industry [20]. The truck sets off the parts collected
from its suppliers and leave the empty containers for
the next collection. It returns to the automaker to
obey a time window, bringing a load corresponding
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to 85% of its weight or cubic volume, to minimize
transport costs [21].

ADM applied milk-run operation for their sup-
pliers which is in max distance not more than
150 KM/trip. The traveling time needed to pick up
parts is 8 hours for 1 trip. If it takes more than 8
hours per trip for the truck, then it will be charged
overtime. That’s why if the supplier located more
than 150 KM or if the supplier area below 150 KM
but in the condition of high traffic then ADM will
prefer to apply direct delivery from the supplier. The
main difference is that local milk-run can be driven
within a day, while local-far ones take more time re-
specting legal rules for driving time and rest peri-
ods. Moreover, the more distant the suppliers are, the
higher the transport risk is. The possible hesitations
at the stops and traffic jams, the risk also rises with
the number of participants in a milk run [22]. ADM
will arrange time window for unloading to all type
of delivery, direct delivery, milk-run delivery and se-
quence delivery. The time arrangement is important
for loading-unloading of parts from supplier.

Milk-run logistics must be consolidated with the
ordering system. This is very important to count the
volume of parts delivered. For example when parts
to be delivered has been calculated, then the number
of trucks with the capacity required can be counted.
The truck visits suppliers at a specified time peri-
od. The truck will pick up parts from suppliers and
deliver them to the factory.

These are the reasons of milk-run operation in
ADM:

1. Milk-run can clarify the distribution cost includes
the price of part per delivery, which can not be
seen in traditional business practices.

2. Milk-run can reduce the transportation costs due
to the use of small lot transport.

3. Milk-run can improve the acuracy in the produc-
tion line due to goods delivery synchronization us-
ing JIT. Milk-run logistics can provide consolidat-
ed collection of goods necessary to improve logis-
tics procurement system.

Milk-run logistics in Indonesia

Indonesian automaker is one factory outside
Japan that has high production capacity. Astra Dai-
hatsu Motor (ADM) is a subsidiary of Toyota Mo-
tor Corporation (TMC). TMC give order to ADM
to produce car. Due to the high production volume
in ADM, it requires a high number of truck units
to operate milk-run logistics. ADM cooperates with
one of Toyota’s subsidiaries in logistics field, Toyota
Tsuho Logistic Center (TTLC). TTLC is responsi-

ble for transportation and warehouse management
system. In carrying out its operations, ADM submit
monthly volumes which will be calculated by TTLC
to estimate the number of trucks used, delivery route
and delivery cycle. TTLC also submit time window
to ADM so that the pickup time window can be syn-
chronized with the suppliers. If a good material han-
dling and transport system design is accomplished,
it is claimed that the cost will be reduced in between
10% and 30% [23].

ADM factory

ADM has two car assembly plants located in
Sunter (North Jakarta) and Karawang industrial
area. Sunter factory is responsible in producing
MPV, SUV and commercial cars while Karawang
factory geared up to produce small cars. Both plants
also prepared cars for export purpose that send to
Tanjung Priuk port when the cars are ready to de-
liver to other countries.

Fig. 1. Milk-run operation area of ADM.

The number of suppliers that support Sunter
and Karawang factory reach 150 suppliers with total
trips reach 400 trucks per day. The distribution area
from suppliers spread out over Karawang, Cibitung,
Cikarang, Tangerang, Bogor, Bekasi and Jakarta.

Suppliers ADM and TTLC work together to
create milk-run route based on factory destination
and suppliers’ location spreading. TTLC and ADM
usually create Transportation Value Stream Map-
ping (TVSM) and Total Overall Vehicle Effective-
ness (TOVE). It is based on the location spreading
of suppliers so that the route of the truck becomes
more efficient and that the total loading time for one
milk-run route becomes efficient.
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Profile of Toyota Tsusho Logistic Center
(TTLC)

TTLC is a company engaged in warehouse and
transportation. In the field of warehouse, TTLC
has a subsidiary, Toyota Tsusho Indonesia (TTI).
TTLC’s duty is to receive part ordered and then do
unpacking and send to customer in need. Part that
ordered by TTI is raw material order by ADM. Part
raw material will be used by tier 1 ADM supplier
for part production. Part that will be sent to Tier
1 will be sent by TTLC. Milk-run is a different di-
vision of operations with warehouse, this division is
specialized only to serve the needs of milk-run trans-
portation at Toyota Group. TTLC has nearly 650
trucks operated at all lines of the TTLC business
and 40 Forklifts used in the main warehouse and sup-
porting warehouse. Due to the increasing of produc-
tion in ADM, the development of the route becomes
more varied. In 2008 the milk-run route was only 50
trips per day while in 2017 the number of milk-run
truck has reached 200 trips per day to accomodate
two ADM plants. TTLC uses two types of milk-run
trucks. They are10 ton truck with 2 axis and 12–20
ton truck with 3 axis.

Collaboration information
between TTLC and ADM

Milk-run logistics is a round trip that facilitates
either collection or distribution. It also ensures that
the minimum distance is travelled and the maximum
demand is carried into the truck to meet both the de-
mand requirement and effective transportation with
the least cost. The important advice is satisfying
the customers demand in small volume and higher

frequencies [24]. There must be a good connection
and relationship between ADM and TTLC to oper-
ate milk-run system in order to create smooth pro-
duction operation. ADM factory runs two produc-
tion shifts. Every shift will determine the planning
time of production, part information to supplier and
number of orders. This information will be shared to
TTLC to pick up the part at the suppliers.
Figure 2 describes the information flow

from ADM to suppliers and TTLC. The information
from ADM to supplier include delivery order and
label for pollybox. This label provide information
about pickup delivery cycle of truck and information
of sequence to supply line. Delivery note that sent
from ADM will be used by supplier to proof of trans-
action and delivered parts. TTLC collects data and
calculate the distance, travel time and cost estima-
tion. The logistics carrier section of TTLC receives
information from logistics teams of the ADM plant
and then sets a transportation plan. It makes contact
with suppliers, collects and manages transport, until
the arrival at the assembly point on the time sched-
uled. It delivers the empty packaging to the suppliers
in advance, benefiting the next scheduled collection
[25]. The logistics carrier needs this information to
plan the demand and manage the program of parts
collection, in order to reach the lowest operating
cost of transportation at milk-run system and give
better leveraging to the capacity of the transport
vehicle [26]. Observation will be checked by ADM
to synchronize with order system and receiving time
at ADM. ADM will make unloading time window in
ADM and TTLC will make time window in suppliers.
This time window contains information for logistics
partner driver to do the loading and unloading parts.

Fig. 2. Information flow to supplier and TTLC.
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Fig. 3. Actual transportation value stream mapping.

Fig. 4. Ideal transportation value stream mapping.
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The supplier’s time window will be made by lo-
gistic partner based on the reference of ADM time
window. Before determining the time window, it is
necessary to classify waste that relevant to transport
operations. The identification is conducted through
a transportation value stream mapping study, and
the use of the Transportation Value Stream Map-
ping (TVSM) index for the measure of the overall
performance of the transport operation [27].

Figure 3 describes the actual Transportation Val-
ue Stream Mapping (TVSM) between ADM, sup-
pliers and TTLC. When the logistics partner runs
milk-run operation, the waste have to be identified
and eliminated to be more efficient. In this figure,
the total time needed is 280 minutes. It is because
of double checking by security at supplier A, sepa-
rated empty polly box area at supplier B and many
holes on the road and moreover high traffic conges-
tion from supplier B to supplier C.

TTLC identified and eliminated waste and found
potential problem in next step by analyzing the gap.
The gap means the difference between planning or
ideal TVSM condition vs actual TVSM as described
in Fig. 4. The gap found will be counter measured
to create improvement and become Ideal TVSM. The
common problem arrised is related to time. If there is
a traffic jam in the short distance route, there will be
additional time if it still uses this route. In this time
TTLC will search other routes based on time avail-
able. It can change route even if the route is further
but it takes less time than the first one. It is a strat-
egy to eliminate such kind of waste [20]. VSM can
identify waste on facilities and installations along the
supply chain. TTLC performs calculations based on
the standard types of truck used. The common type
of truck used is a truck with capacity of 12 tons with
12 meters length.

The ideal TVSM is presented in Fig. 4. The
processing time at supplier A is targetted to 45
minutes by reducing DN time become 10 minutes.
The targetted time at supplier B is 45 minutes by
reducing unloading time to 15 minutes. While the
targetted travelling time from supplier B to suppli-
er C is 25 minutes.

The new process metrics are suggested that
could give an impact to cost, service and qual-
ity in the transportation value stream mapping.
They are time components (process, lead or value-
added), changeover time, batch sizes or practices, de-
mand rate, percent complete or accurate, reliability,
number of people, inventory, information technology
utilized, available time, faster-than-necessary pace,
waiting, conveyance, processing, excess stock, unnec-
essary motion, and correction of mistakes.

Milk-run logistics in ADM

Operational plan and management

TTLC management prepares loading-unloading
check sheet for truck driver to guide driver opera-
tion in ADM and supplier. This check sheet includes
milk-run route map, time line and time window that
has to be filled manually by the driver. It is un-
able to ask for replacing the check sheet by GPS.
Check sheet is evidence of receiving or delivery note
to take new spare part and replace the empty polly
box. Computer and tab phone are not available in-
side the truck. It is a challenge for TTLC and ADM
to apply improvement in the future where signature
and submission of the data can be performed in the
real time. TTLC controller will monitor the move-
ment and speed of the truck. Besides, the new GPS
technology can see the truck so the safety is able to
be monitored. It means that the controller record the
information of the truck movement to ensure that the
driver doesn’t drive the truck at high speed that can
endanger himself and also the goods carried. More-
over in some road conditions there are holes that
can give effect in goods shifting. Figure 5 shows the
TTLC’s tracking control flow.

Cargo selection

Before time window is determined, TTLC will
create stacking simulation in the truck first. This
simulation aimed to achieve efficiency of stacking
inside the truck. The standardization of packaging
among automaker, suppliers and logistics carrier is
essential. If the automaker changes its packaging,
it notifies the logistics carrier in advance to deter-
mine the best vehicle for programmed collection of
parts. Changes in packaging can affect the capac-
ity of a vehicle, decreasing efficiency and thus the
process would not contribute to minimize transport
costs in the integrated logistics chain. The supplier
may also be informed in advance if the package is
changed [25]. There are two kinds of goods, goods
that use polly box and goods that use iron pallet.
The polly box cannot be stacked either above the
pallet or under the pallet, so TTLC will use the belt
to ensure the goods are not shifting or falling apart
during the delivery process. Preparation of stacking
will consider time window and the sequence of suppli-
ers. Loading-unloading process will take 45 minutes.
Time for loading-unloading will be deferent in each
supplier depend on the quantity and time available
in supplier. TTLC truck must be ready within 15
minutes before entering ADM for unloading part.
This just-in-time process in supplier and ADM fac-
tory will be recorded as key performance of TTLC
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Fig. 5. TTLC’s tracking control flow.

Fig. 6. Simulation of stacking in truck.

that will be reported in monthly review and logistics
partner performance.

Unloading process at ADM

The forklift is prepared for loading-unloading
part both in suppliers and ADM. The process of
loading-unloading will be done by the logistics part-
ner driver. The driver who is responsible for the
process of loading-unloading part must obtain a li-
cense in operating forklift either from the govern-
ment of Indonesia or from other licensing companies.
The unloading process in ADM takes place with-
in 45 minutes. During the process of unloading the
goods, the receiver will check the goods in parallel.
The driver will inform the receiver team about the

part delivered along with the document. If it is not
found a problem then driver can continue to next
cycle or replaced with other driver. The process of
driver replacement can be done at TTLC pool, ADM
or supplier depend on TTLC management. The aim
of driver replacement is to make sure that the driver’s
working hours not more than 8 hours. In the next cy-
cle, TTLC truck will bring empty pallet to the sup-
plier along with the process of taking new items.

Transport responsibility

When parts are still in the area of the supplier
then they are still in the responsibility of the sup-
plier and the assets of supplier. When the parts are
loaded into the truck, they will change in the re-
sponsibility of TTLC with the assets still addressed
to the supplier. The assets are moved to ADM if the
parts has been included into the receiving system of
ADM. As long as the goods have not entered ADM,
the parts are still in the ownership of the supplier.
ADM will accept all parts and move to ADM assets.
Damaged goods will be travelled back to suppliers
and suppliers will check how many NG parts there
are. ADM will open additional orders and the price
of this additional order will be charged to TTLC by
adjusting the invoice.
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Fig. 7. Flow of part in the plant and synchronization mechanism.

Flow of part in the plant
and synchronization mechanism

Parts are taken from the suppliers and delivered
to the ADM in accordance with the milk-run or di-
rect delivery docking. The process will syncronize the
starting order of spare part, delivery cycle, loading-
unloading time, docking at supplier and ADM, in-
cluding in ADM factory for supply zone and frequen-
cy of supply parts to the production line. Parts will
be separated based on supply zone (Fig. 7). The di-
rect supply or progress line area for delivery process
of goods happen 36 times in 1 day by using e-kanban
trigger. Progress line will serve in synchronizing parts
that will be sent to the line. Part that has been sep-
arated will be sent by using towing equipment. The
large dimensions of parts will usually be resetted or
sub assembled before the goods are sent to the pro-
duction line. Parts to be sent to the assembly line has
to be delivered in accordance with the order number
of cars produced in the production line. Those activ-
ities show the implementation of JIT in the system.

Conclusions

To build milk-run system, it is necessary to syn-
chronize the manufacturer, logistic provider and sup-
plier. Synchronization begin from ordering system
which connected to lot order system, type of pack-
aging, and volume order. Based on the ordering sys-
tem, it will be connected with how many trucks that
will be operated based on the type of truck used.
In developing milk-run system in Indonesia should
consider abnormality point of congestion and also
unfavourable road condition like damaged road or
narrow road. If those conditions are not accomodat-
ed in determining time window, it can cause inaccu-
rate time in milk-run operation. Transportation Val-
ue Stream Mapping (TVSM) is very important to be
prepared before operating milk-run. TVSM can be

used as a tool to visualize the whole picture of trans-
portation in the system in order to reduce waste and
to increase efficiency of trip.

To increase the precision of just-in-time milk-
run, every milk-run route must be paired with GPS
to control the positions and problems faced by the
milk-run truck. GPS can improve just-in-time milk-
run control and also improve safety of the operating
truck. Besides, milk-run operation gives some advan-
tages. It has good effects in reducing the traffic con-
gestion by decreasing the number of trucks used and
also reducing the emission of CO2 in the environ-
ment.

Further study is suggested to discuss about col-
laboration and integration of out plant milk-run,
cross-dock system (warehouse management) and in
plant milk-run. This method could analyze the ben-
efit and cost estimation that generate best model-
ing system in Indonesian automotive industry. This
system could possibility creating real zero stock in
manufacturing plant.
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